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I.
1. MADNESS, or INSANITY, is the outward symptom of
an imperceptible influence exerted' upon an individual by
the individuals surrounding
him. The exertion of- this
influence is consequent upon certain events or circumst~nces, which may vary according to nation and country.
2. The primary type of madness exists in the East.
Its essential feature is, that this influence is exerted by the
people unconsciously; that they would restrain themselves
from its exercise if they could do so; that they treat
kindly those who suffer it; that they feel no unwillingness
to discuss or inquire into the real events or circumstances
which brought this influence to settIe on the person so
affected.
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3. Since a responsibility, or liability, descends in some
cases upon successive generations-as
in cases of revenge,
retaliation for injuries, &c.-so this influence may descend
upon successive generations, and upon persons connected
in various degrees of relationship;
thus forming the
symptoms termed hereditary madness, or insanity.
4. No normal disease, and no normal predisposition to
any disease called madness, or insanity, exists or can exist;
the person so affected is not in any way different either
from what he was before, or from other men; the symptoms he shows are only the outward effect of a cause external to himself; and the variety of these symptoms in
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individuals arises from the different effects produced by
the same cause when acting upon various idiosyncrasies,
and from the variety of ways or modes in which the same
influence may be exercised, owing' to the variety of events
or circumstances upon which its exercise might originate.

II.
To those who doubt, or find a difficulty in realising,
the existence of such an imperceptible
influence, as an
entity, the following considerations
are submitted, to
make its appreciation
more easy, on grounds of probability.
1. In summing up the question of Witchcraft,
1he
foundation of the belief has been usually referred to the
possible influence of the Eye, possibly exercised by one
person on another, (see Rees' Cycl., Art. " Witchcraft")
;
the Eye plainly not referring to the power of sight, as in
gazing on a picture, or beholding a person; but that ey~
termed the Evil Eye-the
looking askance at one, the fixing the eye with that intentness of thought
which
seems situated in the back part of the head, upon a
person, his disposition, his action, and thought.
The constitutional unwillingness we feel to speak openly of this
power caused in England the entire question to be attributed to superstition.
2. To bring about the abolition of the absurd laws.
against
witchcraft,
it was found necessary, in some
places, to describe and show, by facts and practical experiment" the effects which such an evil eye could produce
by a natural exercise of the will; thereby to show that
there was no necessity to attribute to evil spirits that
which any person might do. Thus, Monsieur de St. Andre,
consulting Physician to the King of France, in his book,

"Lettres
80rciers,"

au sujet de la ~Magie, des Maleficss,
(Paris, 1725,) says, at page 174:-

"Quelle raison aurait on
d'attribuer toujours aux
mons des eflets que la nature pourrait produirej Qui,
Monsieur, ces effets pourraient etre des productions
de la nature s'ils se trouvaient veri tables, et l'on
aurait mains de peine ales
expliquer, q u' a rendre raison
de mille choses surprenantes
qui arrivent taus les jours
dans le monde dont on ne
peut decouvrir la cause, et
dont on ne s'avise pas de
faire Auteurs ces Intelligences.
"Les esprits qu'exhalent
les corps des Malfaiteurs
dans Ie temps que leur imagination
est occupee de
l'idee du mal qu'ils veulent
faire, et de la forte passion
qu'ils ont de se venger, et
lie causer la mort a leur
ennemi, en seraient la seule
et unique cause.
Ces esprits deviendraient
alors si
malins, si dangereux, qu'ils
seraient
cap abies de faire
souffrir, et de faire mourir
les per30l1neS qu'ils attaqueraient, par le trouble et
Ie dereglement qu'ils causeraient dans Ie sang, les es-
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"'Vhat
reason
should
people have to go on attriLuting to demons
effects
which nature
can cause?
Yes, indeed, sir, these effects, if ascertained
to be
true, might be caused by
nature, and there would be
less difficulty in explaining
them than in accounting for
a thousand surprising things
that happen daily in the
world, the cause of which
we cannot
discover,
yet
never dream of setting up
these spirits for their authors.
"The
imponderables
which the evil-minded emit
from their bodies while their
imagination
is fixed upon
the idea of the evil they
will to do, and of the
strong desire they have to
revenge themselves, and to
be the death of their enemy,
would be their sole and only
cause. In such a case these
imponderables
would become so malignant, so dangerous, that they would be
equal to the effect of making
the person they attacked
suffer and die, by the perplexity and disorder they
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would cause in the blood, in
the vital principle, and in
the humours;
and by their
action on the more important parts of the frame, and
in all those on which they
might fasten.
" The first fact I extract
Page 212.-" Je tire Ie
from the 8th observation of
premier (fait) de la Seme des
That anobservations de Henrie A b- Henrie Abheer.
thor states that a girl nine
heel'. Cet auteur dit qu'une
years of age, bewitched by
fille asree
de neuf ans,
malel::l
_,.
a sorceress who afterwards
ficiee par une sorciere qm
her crime,
avoua son crime dans la acknowledged
suffered excruciating
pains
suite souffrait des douleurs
in the stomach;
that she
insupportables dans le basventre;
qu'elle perdait Ie used to lose the power of
motion, feeling, consciousmouvement,
le sentiment,
ness, brea.thing, and even
la connaissance, la respirapulsation.
tion 'et meme le pouls. . .
"Although
Henrie AbPage
215.-" Quoique
heel' has attributed
to the
Henric Abheer ait attribue
devil the bewitching of this
au diable l'ensorcellement de
cette fille, et toutes les girl, and all the things she
choses qu'elle vomissait, il vomited, he is obliged to
confess that his patient was
est oblige de convenir que
worked much harder when
sa malade etait bien plus
the pretended sorceress came
travaillee
lorsque la prenear her than when she went
tendue sorci ere s'approchait
far off.
d'elIe, que quand elle s'en
eloignait.
"A certain proof that
"Preuve certaine qu'il n'y
there was in this complaint
avait rien dans cette maladie
nothing that was not natuqui ne fiJt nature!."
ra!."

prits et les humeurs, et val'
leur action sur les parties
nobles, et sur to utes celles
ou ils s'attacheraient.

Monsieur
upon

de St. Andre

the existence

here acknowledges

of a natural

and insists

power, which anyone

might exercise, and whose effect would be obviously
greater in proportion as the tormentor was nearer the
victim.
Indeed, the history of witchcraft was no more
than some persons turning the evil eye on others-they,
in
their fright and ignorance, attributing its effects to the aid
of demons; and the authorities, who were already burning
and torturing
for treason, heresy, &c., joining in the
popular cry, which many turned to their own purposes.
To stop this reign of terror, some persons pointed out
what the evil eye is: all were at once on their guard
against it, and the terror ceased.
3. Dr. De Haen, writing at Venice, in 1775, against
the remains of a belief in witchcraft, in his book, "De
Magia Libel'," in the course of a supposed objection made
to his argument, adduces the following considerations as
undoubted, unquestioned
fact, sanctioned by experiment,
(page 104) :"Quanta
autem vis imaginationis sit ab uno homine
in imaginationem
alterius,
vice que versa; imo quantam
vim habeant exhala tiones,
sen transpirationes, per vividissimam irnaginationem motee, corpore expulsce, perque
atmosphceram in corpus ac
cerebrum alius hominis immissre, atque acceptce, ex eo
solo concedi potest, quod
Verulamus,
Paracelsus, et
Andreus
earn vim solam
abunde sufficere ad omnia
miranda Magorum per causas plane naturales exponenda crederent, et Magiam,

" But so great is the
power of the imagination of
one man upon the imagination of another, and that reciprocally; indeed, so great
power have the exhalations
or transpirations, sent forth
by a very strong exercise
of the will, thrown forth
from the body, and sent
through the atmosphere into
the body and brain of
another man, and by him
imbibed, that from this fact
alone may be conceded
what Bacon, Paracelsus, and
Andre affirmed, that this
power alone abundantly suf- ~
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qua :M:agiam, qua Artem
diabolicam ex mundo proscriberent.
.

" Incredibilem
preeterea
esse vim imaginationis,
et
determinatce in vafris hominibus
nocendi
voluntatis
potestatem;
enormem quoque Spirituum, exhalantium
de corpore hominum malevolorum, tam in propinquos
vel homines, vel res, quibus
nocere in animo habent;
stupendamque
virtutem
Spirituum irritatorum et exhalantium de hisce vel rebus, vel hominibus, quibus
malefici nocuerant, atque in
ipsa Maleficorum
corpora
retrogradorum,
idque haud
in vicinia dun tax at, verum
etiam ad plurium, imo ad
100 Milliarium distantiam,
Ita ut ridiculi esse videantur
illi, qui .Naturse legum in
Maleficorum Operationibus
ignari virtutem
pravorum
Angelorum ad easdem explicandas convocant."

ficed to explain all the wonders of the magicians by
causes plainly natural; while
they proscribed magic from
the world, whether it were
a natural or a diabolical art.
"Besides, the strength of
the imagination
and the
power of the will determined
to injure, in scoundrels.is incredible; also [ the strength]
of the imponderables
exhaled from the body of evil. minded men upon both men
and things near them whom
they are minded to injure,
is enormous; and the aptness [for purposes of communicationJ of the imponderables drawn out and exhaling from these things and
men which the evil-minded
have injured,
which are
drawn back to the bodies
of the evil-minded
themselves, is stupendous;
and
that not only in cases of
proximity, but also at the distance of several miles-even
of 100 miles; so that those
would'appearridiculous
who,
ignorant of the scope of the
laws of nature in the operations of sorcerers, invoke
the power of fallen angels
to explain them."

Dr. de Haen here alludes to a natural power of the human
frame, whereby one person

may affect another, the exer-

tion

of

which

is as real

as an

exertion

of muscular

strength;
but so disagreeable has the systematic enquiry
into its nature, which he advocated, proved to many, that
this writer has been set forth as advocating the belief in
the existence of witchcraft, though no one wrote against
it more powerfully
4. Experiments
as 1700. Monsieur
and Physician
to
,; Secrets

than he.
on the subject had been made as early
I'Abbe Rousseau, some time Capuchin
the King of France, in his work,

et Remedes

Eprouves,"

(Paris,

1708) says, at

page 154:"A I'occasion des crapaux,
il me souvient d'en avoir fait
uneexperience aussi rare que
curieuse, q u' on ne sera pas
racM de savoir, Vanhelmont dit que si on en met
un dans un vaisseau assez
profond pour qu'il ne puisse
pas en sortir, et qu' on Ie
regarde fixernent, eet Animal ayant fait tous ses efforts
pour sauter hors du vaisseau
et fuir, il se retourne, vous
regarde fixement, et peu de
momens apres tombe mort.
Vanhelmont
attribue
cet
effet tL une idee de peur
horrible que Ie crapaud concoit a la vue de I'homme.
Laquelle par I'attention assidue s'excite et s'exalte jusqu'au point que l'animal en
est suffoque.
Je l'ai donc
fait par quatre fois et j'ai
trouve
que
Vanhelmont

"While on the subject of
frogs, I remember having
made with them a rare and
curious experiment,
which
people will not be sorry to
hear of. Vanhelmont say~,
that if you place one in a
vessel deep enough that he
cannot get out of it, and fix
the eye on him steadily, the
animal, after making every
effort to jump out of the vessel
and escape, turns upon you,
looks steadily at you, and
falls dead a few moments
afterwards.
Vanhelmont
attributes this effect to an
idea of horrible terror that
the frog conceives at the
eye of man ; which, by a
tension of its attentiveness,
works up to such a pitch of
excitement
and exaltation
that the animal is, as it
were, suffocated.
Accord-
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avait dit ht verite.
A 1'occasion de quai un Turc qui
etait present en Egypte, au
j'ai fait cette experience pour
Ill, troisieme fois, se recria
que j' etais un saint d' a voir
tue de ma vue une bete
q u'ils croyent etre produite
par Ie Diable, selonle principe errone des Manieheens
qui regne encore parmi ces
peuples ignorans. Une autre
fois je 1'ai fait tout de meme
et Ie crapaud n' en mourut
pas, et je n'en fus point incommode.

"Mais ayant voulu faire
pour Ill,derniere fois Ill,me me
chose it Lyon, revenant des
pays Orientaux,
bien loin
que le crapaud mourfrt, j'en
pensai mourir moi-meme.
Cet animal apres avori teute
inutilement
de sortir, se
tourna vel'S moi en s'enflaut
extraordinairement,
et s' elevant sur les quatre pieds,
il souffiait impetueusement
sans remuer de place et me
regard ant ainsi sans varier
les yeux que je voyais sensiblement rougir et s'enflammer; il me prit it 1'instant
une faiblesse universelle, qui

ingly, I made the experiment
about four times, and found
that Vanhelmont's
statement was true.
On one of
these occasions a Turk, who
was present in Egypt, where
I made this experiment the
third time, exclaimed that I
must be a saint to have
killed with my eye an animal
which they consider to be
produced by the devil, according to the erroneous
idea of the Manichosans,
which still reigns among
those ignorant people. Another time I did it all the
sallie, and the frog did not
die, and I felt no ill effects
from it.
"But
having tried the
same thing the last time at
Lyons, on my return from
the East, so far from the
frog dying of it, I nearly
died in it myself.
The
animal, after havinzl:l made ,
useless endea vo urs to escape, turned towards me,
swelling himself out to an
extraordinary
degree, and
raising himself on his four
feet, he blew impetuously
without sensible motion, and
while he fastened upon me,
without varying
the eyes,
which I plainly saw reddening and inflaming, I was

i'

suddenly seized with total
alla tout d'un coup jusqu'a
prostration, which, in a mol'evanouisseinent
accomment, proceeded to fainting,
pagne d'une sueur froide et
accompanied
by a cold
d'un reHichement
par les
sweat
and relaxation
of
selles et par les urines
de sorte qu'on me crfrt
bowels,
so that
people
mort.
Je n'avais rien pour
thought me killed.
I had
then nothing better by me
lars de plus present que
du Theriaque
et de Ill, than a Tberiacum, and some
powder of vipers [~nimal
poudre des Viperes, dont on
bezoard ] of which they gave
me donna une grande dose
me a large dose, which
qui me fit revenir; et je conbrought me round; and I
tinuai d'en prendre soil' et
continued to take it night
matin pendant
huit jours
and morning for eight days,
que la faiblesse me dura.
during which time the weakC' est peut-etre le Basilic de
ness continued
upon me.
quelques Auteurs qu'on prePerhaps this is the basilisk
tend qui tue de sa vue au
of some authors, which, as
du mains il a Ill,merne vertu.
II ne m' est pas permis de
they pretend, kills with its
reveler taus les effets insig.
sight, or at least it has the
same power.
It is not pernes dont je sais que cet
mitted to me to reveal all
horrible animal est capable."
the wonderful effects which
I know this horrible animal
can produce."
MonsieurI'Abbe
Rousseau was here trying the strength
of the evil eye without the intervention of ideas; and it
seems he found even a frog stronger than a man. In a
system of horse-taming lately introduced,
it seems very
probable, from what came before the public that something similar was employed; as also in the case of Sullivan, the horse-tamer, called the" VVhisperer."
No idea
could be imparted to a frog, but this would not be the
case with a horse; and a man of some strenzth
and
l:l
practice would generally reduce him.
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5. The same power in the snake, the existence of which
may be verified almost any day, is being continually
thrown into doubt.
A description of it is given by an
old pensioner in Mr. Lang's "vV anderings in India,"
(London, 1859,) page 263.
"After awhile the hawk pounced down and was just
about to give the minar a blow and a grip, when the snake
suddenly lifted his head, raised his hood, and, hissed.
The hawk gave a shriek, fluttered, flapped his wings with
all his might, and tried very hard to flyaway.
But it
would not do. Strong as the eye of the hawk was,

H

(c

was very soon, however, for the old gentleman put him
into a coil or two, and crackled up eveny bone in the
hawk's body."

Magnet,

No.8,

for September

Demonstrated,"

human body is magnetic

by Dr.

Gibbes,

and possesses po-

larity.
(2.) "Individuals of stronger magnetic power can charge
weaker with their magnetism, which gives them a control over the will and actions of the latter while the charge
or communication
lasts.
Perhaps the polarity of individuals varies, and susceptibility
to induction depends on

all over. This or cupied him for at least forty minutes,
and by the time the process was over the hawk was perfectly motionless.
I don't think he was dead.
But he

Phreno

Magnetism

page 229.
(1.) "The

the eye of the snake was stronger.
The hawk for a time
seemed suspended in the air; but at last he was obliged
to come, down, and sit opposite to the old gentlema:q (the
snake) who commenced with his forked tongue, and keeping his eyes upon him all the while, to slime his victim

6. The existence of the evil eye' as a reality may be
verified any day by a bona fide enquiry in the East, and
in places where its existence is acknow ledged.
7. That one person can influence another, be it only in
a matter so harmless as to produce sleep and insensibility
to pain, is shown by the daily routine of Dr. Esdaile's
Hospital at Calcutta;
and, setting aside all that has
been said and done in England on this subject, it will be
found, upon trial, that this influence can be carried much
further than is generally supposed.
8. A similar view of this subject is alluded to in the

Human

•

reversing this polarity.
(3.) "The will controls and puts in motion the magnetic
forces, perhaps analogously to the supposed influence of
~ the sun giving motion to vibration producing light."
9. That mode of seeing, or hearing, or knowing, or all
these combined, which is only constitutionally
exercised
in moments of great danger and emergency, which is
generally termed" listening backwards"
(American term),
has been prostituted
to base purposes from early times.
Thus Croesus, king of Lydia, commanded his ambassador
to ask the Oracle of Delphi what he was doing at a stated
time agreed upon between them, in another place; the
Oracle replied that he was causing a tortoise and a lamb
to be cooked in a brass pot; which was the fact, and astonished the Lydians.
It never has been generally
known how easy it, is for men of a certain degree of
strength to hear a person' think, when a certain disposition
exists among those around;
such "oracles"
are to be
found in India to the present day, venerable saints gaining great reputation
by telling a votary who comes to
them what he has in his mind at the moment, his projects in life, &c., and giving him some common sense
advice upon them.
The secret consists in listening backwards to a person already disposed to submit to it. With
regard to this practice in trivial matters in our daily life,

1843, in the article,

'"
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accuse others of whispering to them, of ;atching
themthat the term "the watch," as known in madhouses,

to what extent it is employed, and for what purposes it is
used, let everyone judge for himself.
vVhat would happen to an individual if everyone
around him " listened
backwards" to him-may
be readily imagined.

cannot be separated, even on what may be called madhouse grounds, from "listening
backwards;"
it will be
no great stretch of probability to refer all the symptoms
called madness to the effects of treatment
experienced by
the individual at the hands of those around him. In
short, to say that a man is mad, means that people are
listening backwards to him; and to put him into a madhouse is to shut him up where he will be listened back-

10. Persons called mad, besides" hearin«to voices", as it is
termed, often maintain that other persons have spoken to
them

words whose utterance

te~"s "Manual
said :-

is denied.

of Physiology,"

In Dr. Carp en-

3rd edition, page 640, it is

"Distinctly
articulate sounds may be produced without
any vocal or laryngeal tone, as IV hen we whisper; and it
has been experimentally

shown that

wards to, till the springs of life are dried up within him,
and he is killed.

the only condition

necessary for this mode of speech, is the propulsion of a
current of air through the mouth from back to front."
11. During the last
quism were frequently

century,
insisted

the powers of ventriloupon to guard unwary

persons from imposture;
thus Monsieur de Ia Chapelle,
Royal Censor (of the press) at Paris, Member of the
Royal Society in London, in his book, "Le Ventriloque
ou l'Engastrimythe,"
(London, 1772,) after mentionin~
Fanning, called the "King's
Whisperer" " at 0XIor
i:
d , ln

::J

16:3, and Louis Brabant, valet to Francis I., at Paris,
recites the case of Mons. St. Gille, of St. Germain whose
exploits were remarkable for their aptness to the cases of
particular
individuals.
Ventl'iloquism
is now-a-days
nearly exploded; because the means by which these effects
are produced have become patent to everybody;
it would
not be difficult for such practices to be exercised 011 an
individual by all around, accompanying
them with a
sort of simulated unconsciousness;
and if this were cons:quent upon some supposed "matter of opinion," great
difficulty would exist in bringing it to light.
12. If' now it be consiclered that all persons said to be
mad are in a state of irritation-that
they hear voices,

III.

"

The history of Madness in England may be summed up
as follows :1. No certain line of demarcation
can be drawn in
- ancient times between madmen and jesters. There seems to
have existed, in the world of opinion, a sort of forced se...
cession from society, whereby an individual suffered illtreatment "by secret," as it is now termed, in his daily intercourse with others, and saved himself from it by the protection of some great man. Hitard,jester
to King Edmund
Ironside, in presenting the town of Waltham to the Cathedral of Canterbury, as mentioned in Dr. Doran's work
on " Court Fools" (London, 1858), page 100, only placed
the deed of conveyance on the altar; apparently he did so
because no one would have received the gift directly at his
hands.
Monsieur de Chicot, in the time of' Henri IlL, of
France, called himself Chicot, and entered the king's service
as ajester ;Jle repeatedly served the king's interests, caring
nothing for people not in the court circle.

Yet Monsieur
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Dumas, in his novel, "Chicot, the Jester," makes one of the
courtiers threaten to chastise him, but not in Chicot's
hearing; few men would have had a chance with him if
they could have met on equal terms. Thus, the expression,
"Fool, mind the whip," is often met with in novels, and
writings whose scene is laid in those times, applied to men
apparently

quite able to defend themselves on equal terms:

all jesters
kind.

seem to have been in some position

of this

2. Some jesters showed or affected imbecility, while
witty sayings are continually put into the mouths of Tom
o'Bedlams, as in Shakespeare.
3. The number of Tom o'Bedlams increasing with the
population might have aroused enquiry; but the establishment of the Order of St. Mary of Bethlem, founded in
1247 by a Sheriff of London, apparently
as a refuge or
sanctuary for persons suffering under these circumstances,
was in 1545 made over by Henry VIII. to the City of
London, and removed and enlarged in 1675 as Bethlehem
Hospital.
They were shnt up out of sight: it was followed by private mad-houses, then by country. asylums.
4.
Persons disappeared
from society.
They were
seized upon some frivolous pretence, or upon none; shut
up and destroyed.
But the simple seizure was evidently
capable of improvement, and another phase set in.
5. As civilization spreads, individual action or opinion
becomes restricted as to independence.
Material action
may be more free, by the increase of material safety; but
that action which may be termed personal, or of opinion,
is less free; it is not so easy to do right, nor to see one's
way to it. The Arab of the desert never doubts-the
votaries of chivalry seldom doubted-the
settled countryman
must frequently compare notes with those around-the
settled tradesman has no opinion but that of his neighbours.

Let general subjects, such as politics, literature, economics,
come in, the order of these four becomes inverted'; great vehemence is heard where angels would hardly dare to whisper; but matters.really personal remain the same. With
this contradiction, opinion can be traded in, and a very
unpleasant idea, that of procuring an individual's madness, becomes more feasible in practice than probable in
theory.
6. A general principle exists, whereby anyone finding
another to differ very widely from him in opinion, has a
tendency to pronounce that man mad.
Where a despotic
authority exists, men will refer such differences, in practice or in idea, to the authority;
where" equality," more
or less complete, exists, they care little for such differences, while no actual interference with their own action
takes place. But this tendency becomes very strong in
a mixed state of things.
In England we have a law for
everything, but it depends on circumstances
whether or
no it be applied
strictly to any given case.
All
are equal before the law, but it requires money and
some friends to get the law's aid-more
still to secure
witnesses and documents to" establish a fact; we have
various authorities, but they act to vindicate their own
existence, not to vindicate a principle;
not to enforce a
rule, by representing to each individual the united force
of the whole community on some unexceptionable
ground.
Noone will profess that we have" equality" in such world
of opinion as exists in England; in short, there is no authority grounded on a constant cause inherent in some human
principle to refer to; so that every facility exists for the
gratification of the tendency in question, and every danger is to be feared from its operation.
The strong who feel
this tendency can work on the same tendency in others to
bring them over to their side against the weaker: this will

o
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begin by secret; the weaker, if they know it, cannot reply
on equal terms; in struggling against it they risk yet
more-if they remain passive, they are injured-and overwhelmed.
It is a sinzular
circumstance in England, that
10
when attention is in this way directed against an indivi-

pone yet known, though it was supposed for a time that
the petrifactions of Lough N eagh, when calcined,' did
impede the action of the magnet.
If this were so,
possibly a substance might be discovered capable of
impeding the next imponderable (as supposed) in the
ascending
scale, termed thought, animal magnetism,
whatever intervenes in the exercise of the faculty of
listening backwards, whether emanating from the person
so listening, or from the person so listened to; in the
imperceptible influence which one person may exert on
another.
(I t proved eventually that these petrifactions
had not this effect with the magnet.)
The use "Ofthe supposed secret was somewhat Satanic.
Listening backwards was in practice, known to a class, and a secret to
the multitude: and it was known further, that its exertion
can be carried to almost a blow ,. so to term it on the
back part of the head a~d spine, (so many madmen of the
present day complain of being electrified), and that its
effect very much resembles a sort of moral death, reminding one of the effects of Monsieur l' Abbe Rousseau's froz
.
~
which he was unwilling fully to reveal. N ow, a glance
at three novels out of five by standard popular authors,
whose writin gs could not be successful unless their plots were
founded on the real, true, hidden, underplots of society, will
show the repetition of the same scheme, the discovery of
the missing marriage, certificate in the drawer of that
curious Dutch cabinet after a long persecution of the
victims to its loss. These were the cases in which the
secret was used; and evil was so perverted into a system of
pretended honour and lawfulness, that grave doubts were
held whether such influences as listeninsr10 backwards ouzht
or ought not to be used to forward the destruction of
such victims, if it were probable that nature might supply
some>sort of philosopher's stone, some antidote to their
c2
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~

dual, a feeling of enquiry to know why this is so, who
brought it about, and what are his real motives-a
feeling
natural and universal elsewhere, is totally deficient here:
the isolation of an individual can be brought about
-,
more easily in England than anywhere
else.
Such
a facility could not but be taken advantage of. The
means to procure such isolation became a study and
a science; till the bare act of pointing out an individual of humbler rank or influence by one of greater pretensions has become sufficient to procure such isolation. Fact
and falsehood are indifferent here-it
is by secret and in
opinion; there is nothing tangible, and the result is a case
of madness.
7. Again, cases will arise, where the desire of attainment of a particular object is anterior to the exercise of
personal feelings. When, under this ,head, the object of
procuring the seizure and destruction of a person in a madhouse was the possession of property, there was something
tangible, and such deeds have been partially exposed.
8. But cases where the object was not of a tangible
nature are more difficult to explain. At the time of the
analyzation of the waters of Lough Neagh, in 1684, by
Dr. Molyneux, (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., Nos. 158 and 166,)
considerable alarm and excitement arose in certain classes
of society, owing to the . possible bearing of the question
it involved upon a supposed secret in their hands. In the
scale of imponderables, the transmission of heat may be
impeded by almost any substance; of electricity by a non.conductor,

of which there

are many;

of magnetism by

,
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exercise.
As to the event of such cases, the astuteness
and ingenuity employed by men who made a science and
study of the subject was greater than the novels represent
them; that perversion of honour which becomes Satanic,
if not called in'question at the sword's point, was too strong;
and the missing marriage certificate was more often trodden
under foot, hushed up, and its traces obliterated, than
found.
But the madhouse system throve and flourished
upon the custom.
At this very day, at this very hour, an
examination into this question would be most damnatory
to some madhouses now existing; enquiry into the history
of their individual victims would bring to light ~1alignity
so keen, practices so diabolical, "and horrors of so deep, so
damnable an atrocity, that few would be hard enough to
enter into this dark, hell-like, chapter of human nature.
9. In 1812, Sir George Rose carried through Parliament an act whose effect is opposed to the original
essential law of the very land of England itself, causing
the registration by every Incumbent of every birth in his
parish to cease, and confining registration to baptisms.
By this act, he virtually affirmed that human beings
might be born into this world, with or without a human
being's rights and status; a principle which perhaps Satan
would tremble to enunciate.
The Peers in 1675 had pro. tested that no act of the legislature could take away their
right of sitting and voting in Parliament, as being inherent
in their very blood; the same may be said of the rights,
of whatever nature, of every human being as descending
from his parents under whatever circumstances;
but the
law of the very land of England itself was placed in
abeyance.
This act made the consequences or seduction
and adultery less troublesome in after life, acquiescence
in family disgrace less irksome; has thrown upon the
world thousands, tens of thousands, doomed to such an

existence as no law of man or devil ever proposed; and
provided for the madhouses more victims than any measure
that authority ever constructed.
10. In the varied intercourse of the world, accidents
and offences must sometimes arise. Law, which may aid
in their settlement, only attributes acknowledged facts' to
their right owners, dealing out punishment
as provided
by enactment to prevent their recurrence.
Thus Judge
Burnet (about 1750.)
Prisoner.
a horse?"

" My lord, am I to be hung for only stealing

The Judge.-" No, you are to be hung that, horses may
not be stolen."
But the Executive in England never had the right,
unless by courtesy, to investigate all the circumstances of
a given case by an a priori authority.
The institution of
a secret police-which
means not some men going about in
mysterious disguises, bilt a police which acts by secret-is
unknown;
each individual cannot refer to an authority
which makes it its duty to know everything, but must, in
enforcing his rights, make tangible what he can; he may
be, right, but he must prove it. Let a struggle arise,
where suppression is to the stronger party an available
resource, the means to obtain it consist in gaining over
bystanders to the views desired; to do this tact and advantage of position will be used, with the resource of
finding out something about one's enemy, which may be
insisted on to his detriment, without having anything to do
with the real point at issue.
As before remarked, the
tendency to call such doings in question is very deficient
in England;
perhaps even elsewhere it is much aided by
Executive institutions;
however this be, law cannot help
here-proceedings
arise not out of the merits of the case,
but out of the grounds "on which the stronger party has
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had influence to place it: a feeling spreads, isolation is
produced, artificial madness is the next step in the process,
the madhouse closes on another victim, and' no one knows
what was his case. About two cases out of five, among
those of long standing at this day, may be ranked in this
category.
11. We read that King N ebuchadnezzar was seven
years in the woods, apparently subjected to some influence
similar to that mentioned in Sec. i., Par. 1, of these remarks; after which, his" reason returned" to him. In its
natural phase, this influence has a tendency to exhaust
itself; but when it is subservient to purposes, when interests are involved in its continuation, it is carried on intentionally and systematically, and stops short whenever a
wreaking of its fury might occasion some outburst that
would show too plainly, for a simulation of unconsciousness by those around, the reality of the circumstance in
which it arost:. Thus, no gentleman was ever" discharged
cured," as it is termed, from a madhouse in England: and
cases of twenty years' standing, among men who had previously carried on for years the usual business of life, are
numerous in them.
12. Et vires acquirit enudo, While Greece, Switzerland, Sweden, Spain, know little or nothing of madhouses;
Belgium attaining
the maximum of 51 madhouses,
with 4907 lunatics, or one in 920 of the population.
England, with a population of 18 millions, has gone on
steadily increasing its" world without," till the number of
victims has risen to 29,000, or about one in 600 of the
population.
And since the actual number of sufferers
should include those said to be "discharged
cured," those
who have escaped, and those who at this very moment are
in. dangerj'of it, are liable to it, are suffering, perhaps unknown to themselves, at the hands of others the influences

that may one day lead them there; about 45,000, ur one
in 300 of the population, must have to dread the most infernal curse that man can impose upon his fellow.
At (0 deorum quicquid in cceloregit
Terras et humanum genus)
Quid fert iste tumultus ?

IV.
In attempting to frame a system to eradicate these evils
a difficulty arises, which may be stated thus. Supposing
it granted that a power of influencing others by an exercise of the will exists-that
all can send whispers to one
without outward proof-can, by a strong exertion in listening backwards, hear him, as it were, hear his thought and
action, swell up and irritate his head; that the involuntary
and unconscious exercise of this power constitutes real
madness, while its voluntary and conscious exercise, as
before independent persons, is a thing to punish and execrate; if this be 80, yet since we cannot imagine a constituted authority that should decide such matters, who is to
pronounce upon individual cases? It may be shown,
however, that these cases exist, not from the operation of
some constant principle that has a necessary existence,
but from the absence, the want, of several others; and
that means may be found to push out the abomination
from the land it defiles.
1. With regard to any forced secessions from society,
society in England contains no element that could support
such doings. The Government, to use a frequent expression, only" deals with" questions as they arise; no man
can continue long in the actual discharge of official duties
here, without the opinions enunciated by him at different
times showing some variance. The first Napoleon, in call-
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ing us a nation of shopkeepers, meant not so much a
taunt as an observation arising out of what came under
his notice in public affairs: he found a Prussian, for instance, minister for Prussia, speaking for Prussians ; here
he found a person in an office, " dealing" according to the
way of that office, throwing in now and then, perhaps, a
notion of his own. From the first Club to the last freeand-easy, the ways of society are no more; ready to go
any lengths along with the popular will, shrinking from
the smallest individual responsibility, each speaks on what
comes before him, and society never could have a case
azainst an individual, because no common ground exists
'"
,
where its members, risking themselves as before independent persons, could pronounce anything with regard to
him. In olden time expressions of opinion were at the risk
of the noble's lance and the 'prentice's club; what could
the voice of society be now in such cases, but the result
of a successful intrigue, or a wrangle over a washing-tub?
Such a society cannot bear either the formal assembly of
a family, to pronounce upon accusations of so-called madness, nor the positive decisions of magistrates by enquiries
of a general nature; it only accuses a person of being
mad, because this is one of the things it can do; it does
not contemplate or challenge the enquiry of independent
persons, but throws on any such person, if aily there
might be, the entire r~sponsibility of taking an initiative.;
it only knows that brutality
of opinion which exists
wherever it is more dangerous for a person to pronounce himself against a person, than to fall below
some reasonable
standard
of' action.
Such a society
could proscribe no one;
for where could its masters
(as to any given case) have met with suitable a~tagonist;?
The west of Europe, which never contained, and most
assuredly never will or can ~ontain, the primary type of

insanity, had once forced secessions from society; they
were grounded on the maintenance
of' a : standard of
opinion, by the constant antagonism of its independent
members; if this has ceased, and such forced secessions
continue, they can only proceed from the next lower
ground, the will of the strongest.
There is something
wanting, and the only way to restore to society what it
has lost, or an equivalent thereof, is to place it face to face
with its victims.
But if, when society makes a victim,
authority calls him mad, bad passions and evil are encouraged and perpetuated;
if authority refused its verdict,
and the matter were left open, society might right itself.

•
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2. In the onward course of civilization, duel, the knife,
and in these later days even boxing, have been successively proscribed.
Perhaps their importance Was small.
'Proposals to make an agreement to fight can never be of
much value in honour's view; isolation can be as readily
procured here as in other circumstances;
indeed, to procure an individual's isolation by secret, and then by a
conspiracy to insult, push him into some false position,
with a previous understanding
among bystanders, where
such proposals might or might not be made, has been up
to this day a frequent device in society.
Yet, to take
away absolutely a recourse of human difficulties may be a
doubtful policy. Individuals
cannot be forced like hothouse plants into civilization by legislative enactment;
it
is a terrible thing to mistake the quiet of material plenty,
even of' intellectual plenty, for the quiet of independence;
the latter settles difficulties in quiet, because it will not
be trifled with-the
instinct of the former is to avoid risk;
there is no noise, no danger in saying what all say, in doing
what all do. The next step is to cringe before the strong,
and let the weaker go to the wall, and society sinks into a
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mere community, 'with some masters and many victims.
Already this country presents the singular spectacle of
men strenzb to lift an hundred weight,
or fell an ox-so
b
weak that one may see through them as it were, so transparent that one may read their thoughts in their face;
and weakness in the natural 'power of reserve is closely
connected with the absence of individual independence.
In politics, a question being once raised, two sides are
created, and amidst very public discussion, victory goes to
the side that clamours loudest, or polls most votes; so
that men are deprived of the first fruits of the good and
ill of citi;enship, wherein a constant exercise for reserve and

West.
I-Ier tendency is to refer everything to a question
of birth between individuals, without much regard to the
merits of a given case: if this influence predominate, a
sort of retrograde action, like looking back, takes place
among men, which brings abollt "the valley of darkness,
and the shadow of death."
It then seems as though
the theory of man's descent from the monkey, advanced
in "Vestiges of Creation," were true, and that man was
always looking back to it; anyone who adopts this plan
can triumph over a friend, and as certainly gives way
before an enemy.
The standing example is supplied by
the Hindoo race, where the principle is fairly carried out.
Accordingly, this race has been conquered by every nation,
Asiatic or European, that ever chose to take the trouble
to march upon it; its undoubted purity of descent, its
undoubted martial capabilities, never availed it an atom.
Paralyzed abroad and helpless at home, man could only
work as his fathers worked, dream as his fathers dreamed,
and hail a' conqueror as his best friend.
Every man has
in him something that responds to the call this principle
makes on him; by it he takes his destiny into his own
hands, denies the object of life, lives for ever and rots for
ever. Under such a modification of this feeling as might
exist between class and class, Rome fell; there was no
motive, to exertions whose benefit would be monopolized
by men whose sole thought it was to show how great they
were at the expense of their friends: the legions, as brave
and as proud as ever, were overwhelmed.
The Church,
standing above all such feelings, placed those interests of
every human being born, which are antecedent
to all
opinion, above man's authority.
Chivalry having supplied
a system of opinion based on fact, extended its protection
through men of acknowledged
repute and tried achievement, to all the suffering-among
others to woman. Trade,

independance exists-men
speaking, in all other countries,
by their individual weight, among those whom they can
trust, upon things that come horne to themselves, their
families and prospects, and such subjects beyond these
as they can understand.
Publicity-that
is, telling very
loud what people think or may think-has
a weakening
tendency.
Work in the abstract is of the same nature;
men who should only work to live, will lose, if they live only
to work , much of the strenzth
that individuals of the human
D
race originally possess.
,Vhile despotic goveruments regulate outward acts, there appears to arise, in England among
the circumstances here indicated, a disposition that aims
at governing inward feelings and instincts in their daily
operation.
Belgium is the country that approaches nearest
to England in this respect.
If, in such a case, artificial
madness, which increases rapidly,
be discouraged-if
authority, refusing to sanction society's wrongs, keeps it
face to face with its victims, there may return within such a
society what is necessary to pre8erve its rank in the
scale of humanity.
3. Man can or may fight, and purify his standard of
opinion; woman cannot fight, yet influences opinion in the
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when it arose, had a will ef its own; the burgher defended
his family and that of his neighbour by such means as he

The first is so~etimes referred to a mistaken view of
some custom of chivalry.
The subject was there only a
nominal pretext for trials of strength and skill, and never
infringed the principle that made it the Roman matron's
greatest glory that no one had ever heard of her. As to
abstruse points of delicate tact, there exists in nature no
systemof opinion apart from those very common perceptions
shared in by all: facts come first, opinion consists in the
feelings the facts arise. In Corsica, during 1856, a feud
was healed, in which 54 men had fallen on both sides
during three generations, owing to a breach of promise of
marriage; yet probably no true Corsican ever received or
took to himself the slightest credit as woman's protector.
Where men are capable of protecting and vindicating the
honour of their families, they act on simple grounds, have
little to discuss, and only a faet to tell. In England,
with 160 madhouses, the streets swarm with unfortunates,
and those belonging to more actual families, than in any
country in the world.
If when some timid, nervous,
man blunders spasmodically in the social circle, there
rushes out some hero as a champion, calling for obedience
-and
the result is a case of madness,-men's
primary
instincts become blighted and withered under such a system. This world is not meant to play at madhouses in.
Yet the existence of this arena, and of everything that is
done in it, is based on the existence of the madhouse.
If
imputations of madness were disregarded, and only held
as implying that want of independence somewhere which
they involve, that vigour of instinct might return to society
which in England has undoubtedly suffered during the

had.
But in the West, as security spread, the influence returned in a new phase. Its perniciousness increases in
proportion as the interest that women have in common
becomes superior to that which they have in the families
and classes to which they belong.
The abstract form it
had hitherto taken, was that in which woman appears in
the light of mother; in this form it had influenced races
and empires: a new form arose, continuing to this day
-spreading
the prevalence of artificial madness to a
frightful extent.
ITnder pretence of liberty in marriage-a
subject which
appears to most other nations much more as a family interest, in which the family see only the mother of future
descendants, that it may stand before the world-a sort of
universal topic was introduced by men thrown upon their
own neighbours for foes to struggle with, whereupon
from day to day, to exercise their tact, display their ingenuity, their acute perception of curipus points of difficulty. It filled the novels, filled the stage, ruled the intercourse of daily life, dress, conversation;
threw the
balance of human hopes and fears out of their natural equipoise. Grave complications, mysterious difficulties, positions of tragic interest, absorbed attention;
despair and
suicide often followed, and indeed it was not possible to
go so far away from the dictates of nature without evil
results.
The madhouse system has flourished vigorously
in this soil. Under pretence of that which might occupy
a few months in the life of one man in three, woman's
interest was" formed into an arena for the exercise of
opinion, and into a professed tribunal of opinion at the
same time.
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continuance of the present system.
As to the second. In spite of Romance, woman's influence is not always for good. The care of childhood is
not so exclusively committed to her in the Eastas it is in the
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vVest; a very little listening backwards to a child may
cripple its energies for life, and there is the greatest dangerofwoman'sexercisingthispower
over a child under numberless circumstances.
Yet the first relation in which she
appears to us is that of mother, the next of sister; and so.
long as society is formed by an aggregate of independent
families, these two relations remain paramount to every
other consideration this world can possibly present to us:
they are sheer instinctive strength, with which opinion
could never interfere, which it never could try, to see how
much they were worth, how strong they were, how
they might be "dealt"
with;
but if men establish
woman's interest into a professed tribunal of opinion,
society becomes a circle, or club, in which each family is
ready to deny the very essence of family relationship. It
is a constant question whether some of its members will
deny ot~ers to keep. their own places, and instincts are
impaired.
The tendency of such a tribunal could only be
to compromise, to avoid decision, to play into ,the winner's
hands, to make tyrants and victims; it would be terrible
by its power of singling out individuals;
it kills the reserve of each, and blights aspiration.
Accordingly, nowhere can so much be known of every man in a given circle as in England;
elsewhere authority regulates certain
points, and a sort of barrier is formed, which opposea any
attempt to penetrate beyond in an individual's concerns:
enquiry meets with resistance, and must take the form of
spying; here it IS answered in honour, and that in the
mostdishonourable ways. There is an influence established
that touches all things, in all places, and at all times.
Every man is showing all he is, and all his few friends.
Secrecy cannot be said to exist-even
cunning or taciturnity hardly are: man's first thought is no longer to himself; the relations of mother and, sister no longer work

for any good; those of wife and daughter, depending on
the independence of men among each other, are referable
to the former division of this subject.
The !'esult is, that
we have parents and children, and relatives of various
degree, consigning each other, among infamous forms of
.solemnity, to the horrors, the torments of the madhouse,
a death within death itself, whose invention was never attributed to Milton's Satan, nor to any form of evil described. This system is inseparable from the Ihadhouse
system.
If accusations of insanity were only viewed as
indications that something had caused them, men would be
forced to recover some of the independence the system
has taken from them.
4. The Hebrew race were commanded not to mix
their blood with that of other races. Such mixture is in
man the primary cause of degeneracy.
In England, whose
race has four times accepted conquest, and three times
mixed its blood with that of the. conquerors-whose
natural types of animal creation have been distorted,
degraded into masses of bone, or masses of- flesh, that
nature loathes, creatures that decay internally before
the approach of outward death, that pine under hardship,
that look a reproach to the execrable ingenuity that
called them into existence; whose coal and iron, treasures
of the earth itself, are throwu to the foreigner to suit the
conveniences of the moment; whose race works and is
worked to work an enormous trade, whose profits go to
semi-foreign and cosmopolitan interests of every description, and whose subsistence is made to depend, to a fearful extent, on the resources that other countries may
supply-whatever
Evil arises from confusion of races,
surely that Evil must be expected here. It may be, that
instincts which in the pure race never reason, never err,
and, if ever misled for a moment, rectify themselves by

,
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disturbance,
na,ture's laws with or without temporary
.
.
become in the mixed race subject to reasoning, to mgenmty,
to the attainment
of purposes.
Cases that among the
former would be self-evident, especially if they led to
momentary disturbance, and be -settled at once, prod~ce
in the latter the miseries
of whole lives, unceasmg
mystery and torment, spreading perhaps to many persons.
"Delusions"
abound-then
the madhouse.
The key to
this artificial madness is, that here, wherever there is
madness, there is a mystery.
No matter what views be
placed upon the victim's circ.umstances, in ev.ery c~se of
madness there is a mystery to be unravelled, either in the
shape of some event, or of an accidental relationship by
birth.
The last case may be investigated
at once; the
former may be of two kinds, an event trivial or important.
If trivial the difficulties of investigation are very great;
.

,

there is necessarily little or nothing tangible-the
attenbon
directed to it has been owing to the feelings and opinions
aroused at the moment. A resource open is to induce the
victim by degrees to make an accurate statement of the
event by impressing upon him that his being reputed in a
state' of madness is of no advantage
either to him. or
to other parties, either in material points or in opinion.
If
the event have been important, there will be tangihle
facts to the verification of which some risk attaches, in
the arousing of enemies who have a stake in their sup~
pression; which require the employment of means to discover such proof of them as will make the victim's case
just what it is, and no more: this may be done by ordinary methods.
Should this course be followed, it will be
found that instincts, supposed to act spontaneously, can
be turned into machinery, to effect purposes with much
ingenuity-that
men can listen backwards to an individual for considerable lengths of time without betraying any

particular

feelings towards him.

This seems to be charac-

teristic of a mixed race; a pure race, which can be secret
enough, only listens back on emergency to an enemy,
and shews its enmity at once. Let us have no more
" delusions" -they
only mean something,
that no one
dares to enquire into too particularly.
If accusations of
madness were left open questions, their victims held free
from responsibility,
and nothing more, most cases would
come to their proper solution, and society be purified from
many of the evils that 'now flourish upon the resources
that the facilities for imputations
hands.

of madness' place in their

v.
In accordance with the foregoing
I
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ing suggestions are made :To leave unaltered
the

present

remarks,

the follow-

establishments

con-

nected with the Law of Lunacy, and change entirely the
principles on which it is grounded, as follows:1. All existing certificates
of insanity, of whatever
kind, in Chancery or otherwise, to be annulled forthwith.
2. A certificate of "Exemption
from ordinary Responsibility" for the time being, liable to renewal or otherwise
at the end of a specified term, to be granted to those who
appear in need of them, by Committees from arpong the
present Boards of Commissioners.
,
3. N.o plea of insanity to be available in Law

unless

supported by one of these Certificates.
4. All present cases in madhouses to be examined
forthwith, for the granting of these Certificates.
5. In future cases, the enquiry necessary for their
being granted to be made only at the request of the individual himself; the solicitations of friends, however, to he
D
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listened to in some cases, at the discretion
sioners.

of the Commis-

months at one time; and an interval of not less than
eight days to elapse before their re-admittance,
should
they desire to return.
10. The continuation of the certificates of "Exemp-

6. The present 41 County and Borough Asylums to
be placed under the direct authority of the present Boards
of Commissioners, for every description of arrangement,
their expenses charged to the Consolidated

Fund,

suitable
Rates.

from

arrangement

for I'eir~bursement

tion from ordinary Responsibility,"
to persons, while not
actual inmates of these houses, to be at the discretion of

with a
County

the Commissioners.
11. The property of all persons holding certificates of
"Exemption
frorh ordinary Responsibility,"
in chancery

t

7. The appointments
of exclusively Medical Superintendents to cease, and men of sufficient judgment
to be
appointed as opportunity
their profession.

may offer," without

reference

8. All persons employed
in madhouses, public or
private, in any capacity, to make and sign declarations,
binding themselves to make such houses real refuges
from the world; to forbid and put an end to any such
practices
as listening
backwards,
tormenting,
looking
askance at, or turning the eye upon, any of their inmates;
to aid and encourage them in resisting any such practices
, from without the walls, and in aiding and encouraging
each other to resist such practices within or without;
to
protect each inmate from the others, and beyond this to
act in no other way than would be natural towards persons suffering cruel inflictions.
~.

The

length

inmate of these

of actual

sojourn

houses on no account

permitted
to exceed

or otherwise, to be protected, and administered so far as
is necessary, by a single department
of the present
Boards; and testamentary
capacity to be in no way held
invalidated in law, when wills and testaments made under
such circumstances are duly executed, in accordance with

to

to any
twelve

* In the 70th Report of the Visiting Justices of Han well, April,
1844, it is stated that they have appointed an officer in the army to
superintend the institution, with a view to the preservation of greater
order and discipline than had been maintained under medical rule; in
the 72nd Report (October, 1844) the resignation of the governor is
mentioned and we cannot learn from the report that any steps have
been taken to appoint a successor, nor whether the advantages
derived from his appointment equalled the expectation of the justices.-Cycl. of Pop. Kntnol., Art. "Lunatic Asylums."

r
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special rules, to be framed f~r the purpose, and under the
supervision of the said department of the said Boards.

The writer of these Remarks and Suggestions
having
been himself imprisoned in madhouses for two years upon
a false certificate of insanity;
consequent, if upon anything, upon an ad perpetrated
by others, two thousand
miles off, among Greeks and Arabs at Cairo-beyond
those concerned, of no conceivable interest or importance
to any English man or woman born-would
be glad if
they might bring about some independent
resistance to
the means that have in England filled madhouses with
cases of 20, 15, and 10, years standing, and save others
from the fearful fate that imputation of madness involves.
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